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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING 
September 14, 2017 

Agenda 
 

12:30 in CSS 167 
Lunch will be served 
 

I. Approval of Minutes from 4/27 and 8/31 EC Meetings 
 

II. Announcements 
 

III. Old Business 
a. FEC proposals (Attachment #1) 
b. Salary and Compensation Philosophy Update 
c. Search Committee Nominees 
 

IV. New Business 
a. Academic Calendar Revisions 
b. Social Entrepreneurship Major Proposal (Attachment #2) 
c. Visiting Line Requests 
d. Bylaws and Library Director Search 

 
V. Reports 

a. Provost 
b. Curriculum Committee 
c. Faculty Affairs Committee 
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING 
September 14, 2017 

Minutes 
DRAFT 

 
PRESENT 

Ashley Kistler, Christopher Fuse, Laurel Habgood, Robert Vander Poppen, Emily Russell, 
Meribeth Huebner, James McLaughlin, Amy Armenia, Susan Singer, Jennifer Cavenaugh, 
Joshua Almond, Marc Fetscherin, Jana Mathews.  Excused: Grant Cornwell, Lexi 
Tomkunas.  Guests: Tonia Warnecke, Toni Strollo Holbrook. 
 
CALL TO ORDER 

Ashley Kistler called the meeting to order at 12:36 PM. 
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES FROM 4/27/17 and 8/31/17 

Almond made a motion to approve the minutes from 4/27/17.  Vander Poppen 
seconded the motion.  EC unanimously approved the minutes from 4/27/17. 
 
Almond made a motion to approve the minutes from 8/31/17.  Fuse seconded the 
motion.  EC unanimously approved the minutes from 8/31/17.   
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 

There were no announcements this week. 
 
 
 

OLD BUSINESS 

 
FEC Proposals 
Attachment #1 
John Houston 

John Houston explained the three recommendations from the Ad Hoc Committee on 
FEC Workload. 
 
Kistler has mixed feelings about the October 1st date, because it forces CEC’s to observe 
candidates at the beginning of the semester and that might not be a good 
representation of the candidate’s teaching style.  Habgood asked if we can split the 
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difference and go with an October 15th due date for CEC letters for promotion to 
professor. 
 
EC and FEC share a concern with the second proposal to reduce the composition of FEC 
from five to three members for midcourse reviews because it gives candidates limited 
perspective.  Houston said that FEC would be more comfortable reducing it to four 
members instead of three. 
 
EC discussed other options such as, moving the date faculty must declare whether they 
plan to stand for review from May 15th to January 15th; adding one or two additional FEC 
members if the number of reviews for the year reaches a certain limit; and shortening 
the terms of FEC members. 
 
Kistler recommended we take the issues to the full faculty for discussion and will put it 
on the agenda for the 9/21/17 faculty meeting. 
 
Salary and Compensation Philosophy Update 
Christopher Fuse 

Fuse reported that the rough draft of our philosophy on salary and compensation is 
almost complete.  FAC would like to host at least one colloquium, preferably two, but 
does not recommend trying to squeeze both in before the BOT meets in October.  Since 
scheduling common hours is challenging, EC discussed other possible days and times for 
the colloquia.  Fuse will give a brief update at the faculty meeting. 
 
McLaughlin made a motion to change the order of the agenda so that EC could discuss 
revisions to the academic calendar.  Vander Poppen seconded the motion.  Motion 
passed unanimously. 
 
 

NEW BUSINESS 

 
Academic Calendar Revisions 
Joshua Almond 

CC recommended a three-pronged approach to dealing with the need to make up class 
time due to the hurricane closure.  They recommend having a regular academic 
schedule the Monday and Tuesday of Fall Break, allow faculty to develop 
blended/online learning sessions, and map out Saturday classes for those applied 
disciplines who might need specific course contact time. 
 
The rationale for canceling Fall Break is that the storm closure seriously hurt natural 
science classes with labs.  It would be unfair to mandate class make-up days for just 
those students and not everyone else.  CC recognizes that 60-80% of faculty can resolve 
the issue with blended/online learning sessions. 
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Many EC members do not support canceling fall break as students have already made 
plans, purchased airline tickets, and at least one faculty member is running a field study 
during that time. 
 
In an effort to minimize the impact on students’ schedules, EC agreed that the academic 
calendar will remain intact and leave it to faculty to make up the time using a 
combination of blended/online learning and Saturday sessions. 
 
Social Entrepreneurship (SE) Major Proposal 
(Attachment #2) 
Tonia Warnecke 

Tonia Warnecke explained Social Entrepreneurship’s proposal to leave the Department 
of Business and reform as an independent department housed in the Social Sciences-
Applied division.  She explained that the program is already physically separated and is 
now housed in the Mills Building.  They do not require new resources, are not planning 
to request a 6th faculty position, and they have an administrative assistant.  This would 
simply be an administrative separation to move into the division for which they believe 
they are best suited. 
 
Kistler is concerned about the divisional breakdown and asked, what does this mean for 
the Business Division if five faculty leave and they are left with just eleven?  Warnecke 
explained that it’s not really a net difference of five faculty because the Department of 
Business hired several new faculty this year.  Fetscherin said it would be a net difference 
of -2 faculty. 
 
Armenia asked if this would mean that SE would no longer seek AACSB accreditation?  
Warnecke said that decision has not yet been made and that SE is recommending we do 
what is best for Rollins first and then work things out with AACSB. 
 
Fetscherin takes issue with the use of the word “entrepreneurship,” and fears its 
definition is linked too closely with “business,” which could put us at risk with AACSB.  
He stated that SE programs at most top schools are housed with the business school.  
Fetscherin asked if there is a way we could label this program as social innovation or 
social change and innovation, which may reduce the risk with AACSB and put the 
program more in line with the Rollins mission and the hub. 
 
Habgood fears if SE is no longer aligned with a department with market salaries, they 
open themselves up with future hires to the risk of compression and discrepancy in 
salaries. 
 
Warnecke said most SE programs are Master’s level programs in graduate schools.  
There are very few undergraduate SE majors.  Most programs are certificates or 
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concentrations.  She also stated that SE is very different from a social innovation/change 
program. 
 
Cavenaugh asked if we have checked with AACSB to see if this will be a problem. 
 
Mathews said that looking at the major and minor maps and the faculty going with SE, it 
would be hard to make the case to separate the program from Business, and asked if 
this proposal is a way to reduce the number of business majors?  Warnecke responded 
that the Department of Business has brought a completely different proposal forward to 
deal with the numbers of majors issue. 
 
On the name issue, Singer said it would be worth a call to AACSB to ask if this will be a 
problem.  She suggested a compromise wherein Social Entrepreneurship becomes its 
own department but remains in the Division of Business. 
 
Warnecke does not believe we should make this decision based on what may or may 
not happen with AACSB. 
 
McLaughlin said how you view this depends on whether you want SE to define who they 
are if you’re going to tell them who they are.  He said that 2/3 of the courses for SE are 
not business. 
 
Kistler again raised the concern about the divisional breakdown, explaining that we had 
a giant division of social science with 80 people, which is why we chose to split them 
into Social Sciences and Social Sciences-Applied.  If we keep growing Social Science-
Applied, what does this mean for the other social science departments who believe they 
are also applied? 
 
Habgood raised a concern about SE being a 17-course major and asked if they have 
concerns about their graduation rate.  Warnecke said that SE faculty will talk today 
about collapsing two lower courses into one course and changing one upper-level 
course into a proper capstone, which would reduce SE to a 15-course major. 
 
Armenia raised the concern that SE currently comes from a resource-heavy department.  
Even though SE says they do not plan to request new lines or resources we need to 
address the possibility in the future. 
 
Fetscherin said that the Department of Business supports SE splitting off but 
recommends removing some of the courses to make the major smaller and further 
differentiate it from looking like a business program. 
 
Habgood made a motion to table the proposal for further discussion.  Fuse seconded 
the motion.  Motion passed unanimously. 
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Visiting Line Requests 
Jennifer Cavenaugh 

Visiting Line requests for 2018-19 are in and have been approved; however, the 
Departments of Business and Education now realize the large the number of faculty 
eligible for sabbatical in their areas and are requesting special permission to request a 
visiting line to cover those sabbaticals. 
 
Almond asked what is the role of the CC in these proposals?  Cavenaugh said that the CC 
is the first reader of proposals and is invaluable at seeing the broader picture; looking at 
the curriculum and finding ways in which requests can serve multiple areas. 
 
EC will review the proposals during their next meeting. 
 
Bylaws and Library Director Search 
Ashley Kistler 

EC briefly discussed the library director search and hiring this person as a tenured 
faculty member.  Since we have made exceptions in the past when hiring deans and 
provosts, EC recommends making the same kind of exception for the library director 
based on the administrator exception in the All College Bylaws Article 5, Section 5.   
 
Due to the hurricane closures, EC will bring a vote to abrogate the bylaws to the next 
faculty meeting to change the due date of CEC letters to October 8th.  EC will move to 
reinstate the bylaws after October 8th. 
 
ADJOURNMENT 
Ashley Kistler 

Kistler adjourned the meeting at 2:40 p.m. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 
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ATTACHMENT 2 
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